
Criteria All gymnasts with the excpetion of the 6/7/8 in year will compete on the tumble track of the competition venue

Qualification Level 2 coach (min)  - No skills to be taught out of level of qualification

Team (per comp only) and Individual.   

This competition is not the sole responsibility of any one discipline, but is aimed at development of the Tumbling 

Discipline.

Gymnasts must have current WG bronze club insurance, unless they are competing the runs 22 - 27, where silver 

membership is required.  Details of specfic levels can be found on the Welsh Gymnastics Website.

This competition does not affect entry to any other WG competition

The is a new INCL section which is aimed for those gymnasts who have a disability.  If gymnasts' select to compete 

the other runs coaches must indicate this on their entry form.  At the discretion of the competition organiser and after 

discussion with the personal coaches, where possible, a decision will be made as to which part of the day these 

gymnast compete.

This is a development competition and as such forms part of the competitive pathway structure.  

1st 2nd 3rd Teams in each age group (Teams can be girls, boys or mixed)

Maximum 5 in team - Best 9 Scores to count.   Clubs can enter as many teams as they wish

1st 2nd 3rd Individual in each age group will get medals, 4th, 5th and 6th will receive ribbons.  As per the 

development handbook, boys will have a separate competition if there are more than 3 in any age group or level, if 

there are less they will be incorporated into the generic competition.

Age in the year of competition.   (Gymnasts can only compete in their own age group)

MINI'S          = 6/7/8 yrs  (6 in year)

SPRINGERS      = 8/9 year olds

REBOUNDERS  = 10/11 year olds

JUNIORS          = 12/13 year olds

SENIORS           = 14+ year olds

If we have time once the programme has been put together for each competition, our FIG/elite gymnasts will be 

asked along to compete in a control competition to give them competition experience and a platform to show and try 

new moves and combinations.

Can be used from any discipline

Clubs MUST provide a judge (Minimum of Level 2 Coach allowed

We would encourage all clubs entering to supply at least a judge who has attended an introduction to judging 

workshop. Clubs will be subject to a penalty if no judge is supplied.

ALL clubs to provide a volunteer

Must choose 3 'different' agility runs from 1 to 12/13 to 21/22 to 27

Coaches must nominate which agility run the gymnast is to perform to the Judging panel before the round commences.

Tumbles will be marked out of 10 then the tariff is added.  

Team Results - up to 5 in a team with the 9 top scores will be added to achieve team placings

Deduct

Run must be performed as prescribed ( see criteria )

Omission of a set elements. (each) 1.00

Additional elements (taken only once) 1.00

Incorrect order (taken only once) 1.00

Less than 3 elements performed - mark is zero

Presentation to judge at the beginning and end of exersise 0.1 each

Poor body shape - Lack of extention and amplitude in each element up to 0.5

Deviation from centre line up to 0.3

Lack of length of tumble run up to 0.3

Loss of speed / tempo / rhythm up to 0.3

steps or hops 0.2 each

Competition

Medals

Groups

Judges

Structure

Calculating scores

Each competition will be judged as a separate competition, with scores added up at the end of the year and 

presentations for the overall league winners presented at the final competition 

Welsh Gymnastics Tumbling League 2018

Examples of judging deductions.  The head judge for the competition will be responsible for monitoring judging deductions throughout the day.

Rules and Regulations

Special Requirements

Evaluation of Score

For a 1st place an individual will get 10 points, for second 8 points, for 3rd 6 points, 4th - 4points, 5th - 3 points, 6th, 2 points.

Team/Club positions will be annouced at the final competition of the year (ie the Christmas comp), and will be calculated by any 

individual points (positions, as above) accumilated throughout the 3 competitions.

LEAGUE INFOMRATION:  There will be overall winning categories for individuals in all age groups, male and female, and overall 

club, which will be presented at the final competition of the year.

After each league competition we will publish the running total so clubs know where they are in the league table.  



Falls 1.00

Small Faults 0.10

Medium Faults 0.2 > 0.3

Large Faults 0.4 > 0.5

Assistance from a coach / spotter 1.00

Falls onto 1 or 2 hands 0.5

Instability on landing, small step corrections 0.1 >  0.2

Falls on Landing 1.00

Held Landing ( 3 seconds ) up to 0.3

Not landing a somersault dismount in the landing area, (ie: on the track, when a track is available for use) 0.3

Talking or giving any form of signal to a gymnast by their own coach 0.3 each

A springboard is allowed for somersault starts only or unless stated in the criteria

Execution

Landing

Misc

Evaluation of Score


